**Mission Highlights**

**YOUR MISSION:** Infiltrate the exhibits to check out some of SPY Headquarters' (HQ) favorite stories and artifacts! Working with your fellow agents (aka your friends), use this guide as a tool to navigate the Museum!

**HINT FROM HQ:** Questions below are listed in the order they appear in the Museum. If you have a question, feel free to ask SPY staff for assistance (they will be in a red shirt or vest).

**5TH FLOOR**

**SPIES AND SPYMASTERS**

1. Some spy gadgets are designed to look like everyday objects to blend in. Explore the artifacts along the walls. Are there any here that look like items you own?

2. Check out the Covert Critters case. What other animals do you think might have good spy skills?

**LOOKING, LISTENING, SENSING**

3. Find the U-2 plane pressurized pilot suit. What type of challenges might a U-2 pilot come across while wearing this suit?

**CODES**

4. Test your code cracking skills in this gallery. Which coding method is your favorite? Is it different from your friends?

---

**Agents:** Scan here for a map of your mission location!
COVERT ACTION

5 The Mongols had a long history of beating more powerful enemies by tricking them. Which deception trick do you think was the most creative?

4TH FLOOR

SPYING LAUNCHED A NATION

6 Learn how George Washington started America’s first spy ring. Why do you think spies were important to have during the American Revolution?

SPYING IN WORLD WAR II

7 Noor Inayat Khan had to learn French traditions to keep her identity a secret. Imagine someone wants to go undercover at your school. What advice would you give them?

SPYING THAT SHAPED HISTORY

8 Harriet Tubman was not only a conductor on the Underground Railroad, but also a spy during the American Civil War. What unique skills do you think allowed her to be so successful as a spy?

COLD WAR BERLIN

9 The Palasthotel in East Berlin was designed for comfort—and secret surveillance! Where would you place a hidden camera in this room?

SPYING IN THE MARKETPLACE

10 How do you eat an Oreo cookie? Learn how the Oreo cookie recipe is a highly guarded business secret. Why do you think other companies wanted this secret?

MISSION REFLECTION: Now that your mission is complete, do you have a favorite spy story or spy gadget? If so, why?